TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
like a perfect curve in heaven, like a phrase of music answering all
restless questions, seen and painted with a certainty which was the
end of torment.   It hangs above the fireplace in my Albany room
that looks out on the Rope-Walk.   But I do not choose it for my
desert island collection, for the excellent reason that I already
have it.   Because I no longer have it, I will choose instead that
uncharacteristic Newton, a seascape of cloud and spume driving in
on the English coast; it hung on the wall of my room in Albany
that looked down Savile Row and was destroyed by the raids in
October, 1940.   My desert island Nicholson, if it is not to be the
innocent Berkshire Downs, will be quietly but firmly spirited away
from Chardwell on a dark night when the Winston Churchills are
not looking.  The artist was staying there to paint a portrait of the
Prime Minister; and on his half-day, used to wander down to the
lake . * . Then he noticed a black swan swimming to and fro
bringing helpful material to his mate building her nest on the little
island.   A wild black swan, one assumes, but enchained for a spell
by the power of love; next year he will let her do her own building.
All the oddments that he fetched for her, bits of twig and grass
and reed, she accepted and immediately wove into the nest; and
then William saw the black swan sailing towards her with a daffodil
in his beak, and that too she thought excellent and just what she
had been looking for: original without being too gaudy, durable
and weather-resisting, and a cheerful colour that the cygnets would
enjoy.   You can see in the picture, if you look dosely, the tiny
spot of yellow in the black swan's beak.  I cannot tell why it seems
to hold the very essence of romantic strangeness.. .
One uses die words "essence" and " quality" and "an involuntary
romantic feeling" indolently, perhaps for want of dear thinking.
Yet even after thought, I can draw no nearer definition than to
say that this is the quality, in a voice, in a picture, in a corner of the
road, which thrills you unreasonably. It is not amazing to be
thrilled by the discovery of the corpse in the chimney, nor by a
true tale of heroism heard for the first time. But if we try to pursue
that other thrill ? which appears to have no identity or address or
excuse for its existence, it fades and vanishes. One picture by
Chirico (one, not all), suddenly gave me this amazement, this
dick of the-heart, by its romantic feeling: a white stallion gallop-
ing along the sand, a little black horse tearing along after him,
wild with excitement, using every art to attract his attention and
arrest his pace. I believe I remember that she had just succeeded
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